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	Signals and Systems with MATLAB Applications, 9780970951168 (0970951167), Orchard Publications, 2003
This text contains a comprehensive discussion of continuous and discrete time signals and systems with many examples from MATLAB—software used to write efficient, compact programs to solve electrical and computer engineering problems of varying complexity. Intended for junior- and senior-level electrical engineering students and for self-study by working professionals, it discusses Laplace transformation and circuit analysis, impulse response, Fourier series, Z transform, and the Discrete Fourier transform and FFT. Solutions to all exercises are included in this revised edition.


This book can be used in a two-quarter, or one semester course. This author has taught the subject material for many years at San Jose State University, San Jose, California, and was able to cover all material in 16 weeks, with 2½ lecture hours per week.
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Robotics DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	There's no easier, faster, or more practical way to learn the really tough subjects 


	McGraw-Hill's Demystified titles are the most efficient, interestingly written, brush-ups you can find. Organized as self-teaching guides, they come complete with key points, background information, questions at the end of each...


		

The Sentinel Lymph Node ConceptSpringer, 2004
Br J Surg (2005) 92 (4) p. 495: "This is a book not only for surgeons but also for other specialists for whom regional tumour growth has implications for treatment. The whole spectrum...is fully covered in 33 chapters. I can wholeheartedly recommend this book to those whose practice requires the diagnosis and treatment of locoregional...

		

Maya 7 for Windows and Macintosh : Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2006
Adding tools that allow users to realize the 2D Toon look of comic books, cartoons, manga and anime; create spectacular clothing, fur or long hair for characters; and move data quickly back and forth between Maya and Adobe Photoshop or Illustrator, an already cool program just got even cooler. Here to take budding animators and modelers from 0 to...




	

AIDS in South Asia: Understanding And Responding to a Heterogenous Epidemic (Health, Nutrition, and Population Series)World Bank Publications, 2006

	South Asia's HIV epidemic is highly heterogeneous. As a result, informed, prioritized, and effective responses necessitate an understanding of the epidemic diversity between and within countries. Further spread of HIV in South Asia is preventable. The future size of South Asia's epidemic will depend on an effective two-pronged...


		

Innovations in Hybrid Intelligent Systems (Advances in Soft Computing)Springer, 2007

	The 2nd International Workshop on Hybrid Artificial Intelligence Systems (HAIS

	2007) combines symbolic and sub-symbolic techniques to construct more robust and

	reliable problem solving models. Hybrid intelligent systems are becoming popular due

	to their capabilities in handling many real world complex problems, involving imprecision,...

		

Virtual Systems and Multimedia: 13th International Conference, VSMM 2007, Brisbane, Australia, September 23-26, 2007Springer, 2008
The 13th International Conference on Virtual Systems and Multimedia was held in Brisbane, Australia in September 2007. This was the first time that VSMM was sited in Australia. The Australian conference theme reflected the country’s cultural heritage, both recent and past – Exchange and Experience in Space and Place. Of the many papers...
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